ABSTRACT
Cloud services are vital tools for storing, analyzing, and responding to data collected by sensors in the Internet of Things (IoT). With ThingSpeak, a popular web platform that provides these services, users can easily create cloud “channels” to receive, host, and visualize sensor data. In this study, we scrape public channels from 6,511 users to construct a comprehensive picture of both the ThingSpeak developer community and their applications. We release this data to support future work. From this data, we examine 37,989 visualizations and uncover relationships between application domains and visualization techniques utilized. Further, we investigate how ThingSpeak’s interface impacts user design choices. To learn which channels most successfully disseminate information, we explore design patterns on channels “liked” on Facebook or discussed in ThingSpeak forums. Finally, we briefly comment on how services like ThingSpeak can better support users’ needs moving forward.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Visualization.
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1 INTRODUCTION
IoT systems largely have a common architecture — sensors send data through a gateway to the cloud. Applications often rely on the cloud for at least five key services — receiving, storing, processing, visualizing, and responding to data collected. These services have been repeatedly bundled and released commercially under a platform-as-a-service (PaaS) model [3, 4, 10, 12, 23, 39]. As a result, many IoT applications are now centralized — developers from all areas of IoT are using the same services. This provides an unprecedented opportunity to study a comprehensive range of application domains, and answer questions about participants in the IoT landscape and types of data collected. In this work, we compile and analyze a significant public dataset scraped from an IoT PaaS cloud. We believe this dataset and analysis can be used as resources to better understand how IoT cloud platforms are constructed and how design choices may lead to meaningful insights from IoT data.

The IoT PaaS we examine, ThingSpeak [39], allows IoT developers, both in the hobby and commercial space, to collect, analyze, and visualize data from sensors [15]. It was created in 2010, acquired by Mathworks in 2014, and had over 60,000 users by 2016 [5]. With ThingSpeak, developers are able to openly publish their data visualizations in “public channels”. As such, we find the site provides more accessible insight about the applications it is running than counterparts with larger user-bases like AWS IoT and Google IoT.

We focus our analysis on both the IoT applications and the developers themselves. For both groups we get our data by scraping the ThingSpeak website. Our scraper, the resultant ThingSpeak dataset, and scripts used for analysis are made publicly available [17]. Our analysis of IoT applications explores 9,078 public active ThingSpeak channels created by 6,511 users and containing 37,989 visualizations, descriptions/tags further describing the application, public channel comments, and number of social media likes. Our analysis of developers looks at the type, number, and quality of applications each has created, comments made on channels and developer forums, and descriptions and tags chosen for their content.

From this analysis we highlight some key observations. First, there is little diversity in the types of applications—manual classification of active, English public channels returns only 15 significant categories, bringing into question how the platform’s design choices might affect what developers consider possible. Second, by scraping forum posts and Facebook “likes”, we reject the hypothesis that popular channels are more novel or better described than less popular channels, instead finding few patterns that explain community interest. Finally, we look at the types of visualizations used for each category of channel activity and do not find category-specific visualizations, indicating that users may not think deeply about how best to visualize their unique data streams, or, just that different application domains have similar data visualization requirements.

These insights, along with others throughout the paper, are enabled for the first time due to the ThingSpeak dataset, which combines low-level information about an IoT application with information about the developer who created the application, ultimately providing new insights into how IoT functions in the wild.
2 RELATED WORK

ThingSpeak is a web service for collection, storage, and visualization of data, particularly targeting inputs from embedded sensor devices [21, 29, 39]. It is utilized for applications like environmental monitoring [9, 26], energy management [2], home automation [27], health tracking [30], and more [1]. It also functions as an educational tool, supporting IoT workshops and early STEM [7, 8].

ThingSpeak is only one of a number of emerging IoT PaaS providers [3, 4, 6, 10, 12, 13, 23, 28]. While many of these provide similar services, only some introduce a community where public applications can be hosted [3, 13]. Thingful attempts to aggregate public IoT data into a “search engine for the IoT”. Unfortunately, the data made available from Thingful lacks much of the metadata and visualization capacities of ThingSpeak or similar services [40].

Work from Maureira et al. in 2011 evaluates ThingSpeak with a focus on the underlying computing services [21]. This includes a deeper dive into how a user should configure ThingSpeak, and includes code samples for different methods of interacting with various services. While their work touches on a few early applications, we present a more thorough exploration of ThingSpeak’s use in the wild by scraping the entire set of active public channels.

Our work is partially inspired by Nandi et. al and Yu et. al [41, 42, 44], who examine usage of IFTTT – a cloud service that provides a simple way to configure and host applets that respond to changes in data – by scraping its public applets. Unlike ThingSpeak, “a minority of IFTTT recipes involve physical devices” [42]. Instead, it provides a structured UI that abstracts away the low-level applet design, preventing insight into IoT developers and their applications.

Like other works that evaluate information dissemination capacities of a web service [16, 33], we analyze how well ThingSpeak channels visualize and describe the data they hold. Like studies that have used passive measurements of user behavior within a web service to provide insights about potential design improvements [19, 22], we identify constraints that the platform might be unintentionally placing on its users, and highlight common patterns and popular features. Our efforts to classify both ThingSpeak users and channels share similar motivations to existing work [43]. This broad related work supports our methodology and directs us as we perform our exploration through the dataset of IoT applications and developer behaviors found on ThingSpeak.

3 METHODOLOGY

We describe our experimental methodology including the characteristics and techniques used to extract and analyze data.

3.1 Data Source

ThingSpeak organizes its platform into “channels”, each of which can be thought of as an application. Figure 1 is an example. Users can create and manage multiple channels through the website. Channels serve as destinations for users to send sensor data, write code to analyze and visualize the data, and configure event-triggers. Unlike IFTTT formulas, channels cannot be easily duplicated among users.

The site’s free user tier limits incoming messages to 8,200 per day, allows updates every 15 seconds at maximum, and times out analytics after 20 seconds of processing. Purchasing a personal, commercial, or academic license removes many of these limits [36]. Channels can be public or private. Private ones are only accessible to the owner and users with permission. Public channels are accessible by anyone and are a primary source of data scraped for this work.

ThingSpeak provides a channel creation UI, where a user configures the channel name, description/tags (optional), and up to 8 data fields (at least one required). The user can then add charts or other visualizations for that data to the channel. The 8-field constraint leads to some notable usage patterns that we explore later. This user-provided data is not sanitized by ThingSpeak, leaving the user free to provide as much or as accurate information as they desire.

3.2 Data Collection

We developed a software tool to scrape the public channels and forums of the ThingSpeak website. To minimize any impact of the scraping activity, we designed these scripts to visit each sub-domain as infrequently as possible. We used the BeautifulSoup library to record notable features like channel description, tags, charts, timestamps, and deployment location [31] from “active” channels – channels that have had recent data enter them – which make up 6.18% of total public channels. This decision was made to minimize the total data scraped and because active channels represent the best picture of applications that hold sustained value. We collected supplementary information for both active and inactive channels from associated JSON feed files containing metadata.
3.3 Data Analysis
We perform our analysis in two dimensions, firstly by exploring across different applications domains emerging on the ThingSpeak platform, and secondly by turning towards the user population to extract common design patterns and to explore the user experience.

To process most of the data, we developed a series of Javascript and Python scripts, each of which are made publicly available. To perform our semantic text analysis and keyword extraction, we used the Microsoft Azure Text Analytics Cognitive Service [24, 25]. This service allows for training free classification of text, and the full extent of our analysis fell within the free tier of the service. To classify the language of the text we used the Python library langdetect [18]. To classify application types we manually labeled all public active channels that contained English language descriptions.

3.4 Data Characteristics
We recognize limitations with our collection of data. First, there may be a selection bias introduced by only considering users who create public channels and public applications. Because we have no access to private channels, we can not quantify the impact of this potential bias. Second, 3.2% of visualizations were not explicitly categorized, as they were broken or consisted of a custom plugin that broke patterns expected by the scraper. These charts have been excluded from the analysis. Third, for semantic analysis, sentiment analysis, and application classification, we exclude all non-English-language channels, with 1942 channels remaining. This is to take advantage of the previously existing semantic and sentiment analysis tools trained on English and because the manual classification of application type from channel descriptions was performed by English speakers. Finally, the code doing data analysis was not scraped, preventing the examination of methods used for data processing.

4 ANALYSIS
We evaluate users and public applications of ThingSpeak and uncover common usage patterns, behaviors, and experiences. Among other findings, we learn that the number of visualizations per channel seems to be more a function of platform constraints than application needs, that every application domain favors line charts, that the words used in tags and descriptions are similar, and that user sentiment in forums tend to be neutral to positive for all topics.

4.1 Applications
We look at how ThingSpeak active public channels are used – identifying a small number of popular application domains – and discover that design patterns for channels in all domains are largely similar.

Labeling We manually grouped all 3900 English active public channels into application types by reading their channel descriptions when present. An earlier attempt to automate this with a semantic unlabeled text clustering system failed due at least in part to a small training set size. Further, the domain specific language in the descriptions reduced the accuracy of pre-trained models [32]. We find that the channels can be grouped into a fairly small (14) set of popular applications (those with cluster size greater than 0.5%), with the top 5 applications (Temperature, Weather, Energy, Water, and Air Quality) making up 61.7% of channels. These application categories are broken down in Figure 2. This smaller grouping may indicate that ThingSpeak inadvertently limits application types or that the descriptions used for this clustering do not provide specific enough resolution to define clear lower level clusters. 6.1% of channels do not fall into clusters and are labeled Miscellaneous. Further, we find that many applications (22.7%) are unable to be classified because their descriptions contain limited information, such as “arduino based project” or “all in one”.

Figure 3: Declared deployment locations over time. Each map displays the user-declared coordinates for each channel. While most points seem to be plausible deployment locations, we note an artifact off the coast of Africa at coordinate <0,0> bearing resemblance to a plot with a 45-degree trend line (most strongly in 2017 and highlighted with a red box). Users frequently reporting <0,0>, <x,0>, or <0,y> indicates inaccurate self-reported location data.

Figure 4: Number of users per language. A diverse set of languages are used — English is the most common at ~30%. Language identification is performed with the Python library langdetect [18] using ISO-639 labels [14]. “None” is the result provided when langdetect is unable to classify the given word sample.
**Application-specific channel patterns** We explore which visualizations are most often used by different application domains, the result of which is shown in Figure 2, and find that each application domain favors line graphs. This may be explained by line graphs being the default choice of visualization presented by the ThingSpeak UI. Another explanation is that line graphs are introduced in many of the ThingSpeak tutorials, and therefore are the familiar choice when building channels. We also observe that no application domain consists of fewer than four chart types, showing a diversity of visualization requirements across all applications.

**Popularity** To gauge what receives attention, we explore channels that have been “liked” through the in-channel Facebook button. Only ~2% of channels have one or more likes. We find little correlation between the type of application and number of Facebook likes a channel receives. 50% of application types have at least one channel with more than 5 likes, placing it above the 90th percentile of overall channels with likes. For example, only one Water channel is “liked”, but is also the most liked English public channel. Likes are also not linearly correlated with the number of visualizations it contains. Channels with 4, 5 and 8 visualizations are “liked” more commonly, while channels with 1, 2, or 6 visualizations are avoided, which could indicate a correspondence with perceived value.

### 4.2 User Population and Behavior

To evaluate user behavior, we examine active public channels of 6,511 users and determine the location, language, creation time, description, tags, and charts used by each. We also consider users’ forum posts, channel comments, and number of channels created.

**Are there super users?** To understand how users engage with ThingSpeak, we first look at the numbers of active public channels created by each user. We classify a super user as a user who creates a number of channels greater than a single standard deviation (2.87) above the mean (1.37) and find 51 super users (1.5% of the total active public channel user base). The fact that an average user creates less than 3 channels could indicate that the use case for active public ThingSpeak channels is not complex – users only have a small number of devices or a small number of deployments. Alternatively, because nothing in the ThingSpeak architecture enforces the model of a single application per channel, this could indicate that channels are overloaded to contain multiple different applications. Additionally, API limits constrain how much and how often users can send data to channels, particularly in the free-tier service.

**Where are users from?** By analyzing channel descriptions, we see the geographic spread of ThingSpeak channels over time by collecting the user-reported locations of all active and non-active public channels. These coordinates are mapped in Figure 3. We can observe that ThingSpeak has been adopted and spread across 76 different countries, especially since 2015. Europe and the United States were early adopters, but were followed quickly afterwards by South America, Asia, and Africa. However, we also observe users self-reporting locations incorrectly, with many reporting location at or around <0,0>, a point in the middle of the ocean. We further discovered usage of 43 languages. The number of channels per language of description is shown in Figure 4. We see that English is most commonly used. This may be because ThingSpeak does not offer any official language translation to their platform.

**How do users design channels?** While ThingSpeak allows for a fair amount of flexibility in channel design, it also implicitly encourages specific design patterns through limitations on user data and user interfaces. For example, the platform influences the visualizations used by providing a well-documented, default line graph visualization. If users are not happy with this line graph they can include other types of line graphs, but the process is difficult technically and not well-documented. As a result, over 82.7% of total visualizations across active channels use the default line graph.

Another platform-influenced design pattern is revealed through considering the number of charts per channel. By default, the ThingSpeak API allows users to create any number of charts to visualize data, but it only allows users to collect up to 8 data points in a channel per update. With this in mind, we explore how users design visualizations by measuring number of charts used per channel.

Over one-third of channels display either 1 or 2 charts. About 26% use 3 or 4. We observe a dip in the number of channels with 5, 6, or 7 (~4% each). Then, ~11.5% display 8 charts. This suggests a tendency in users to visualize either the minimal or maximum number of data points suggested by the interface. The fact that fewer users choose intermediate points between these options could support a hypothesis that the specific number of charts is not simply a function of the type of data being visualized. Moreover, there is a swift drop-off in the number of channels that include more than 8 charts (~4% total). This signals that users may be limiting their channels to a single chart per data point, rather than using multiple visualizations of the same data point.

Next, we investigate textual annotations tied to each channel, such as descriptions and tags. In ThingSpeak’s interface, channel description is optional. 53.1% of channels have no description, while 36.6% have a description with five words or fewer. The high percentage of users who chose to not provide channel description may indicate that users do not care about preparing accessible public channels, or that users do not view descriptions as important for communicating information about their channel. Using description length as a rough proxy for description quality, we investigate the distribution of the number of words per descriptions. We find the average word count to be 36.5 with a long tail of 6.2% of channels using more than 100 words. This distribution shows that users who write descriptions in English most often include enough words to capture meaningful information about the channel.

We construct word clouds to further characterize information contained in channel descriptions and tags. The word clouds for all language descriptions, all language tags, English descriptions, and English keywords – as extracted by Azure from the English
We find that the top 8 users (0.62% of users) in the forum are simpler to develop than other user groups. Further, only 4 users both posted in the forum and commented on a public channel. This could indicate that public-channel users are less likely to ask for help, or their applications are more readily executable or deployable. Taking a more comprehensive look at participation in the forums, we learn that the top 8 users (0.62% of users) in the forum contributed 34.6% of all posts, demonstrating that the forum is not broadly used across the developer community, and uncovering a heavy-tail distribution similar to the findings of a study by Lerman et al., in which it is revealed that the top 3% of users on the online forum Digg contribute 33% of the site’s submissions [20]. We examine the number of posts per thread and find an average number of 2.93 with a standard deviation of 0.799. This shows that users do not typically use the forum for long discussions, and that no single area of the forum spurs much lengthier discourse than any other.

Although we found above that both public and private channel users are not often involved with the forum, we explore the forum posts to understand the general sentiment of the subset of ThingSpeak users that do engage with the forum, the results of which are shown averaged per user in Figure 7. Sentiment was calculated from the text content of the forum post using Azure Text Analytics [24]. The relatively positive attitude in posts relating to “Feature Requests”, “Mobile Apps”, and “Microcontrollers” could demonstrate areas where users are most excited or areas where users are most likely to receive helpful support. Additionally, the high favorability in “Plugins”, “Matlab”, and “Installation” may indicate that users are satisfied with the usability of ThingSpeak.

5 CONCLUSIONS

ThingSpeak channels have been created by a global population of users and are collecting data on six continents. This, at the highest level, demonstrates the culturally agnostic draw for using technology to gather and react to data. Despite this diversity in user base, channels tend to focus on a small set of popular application domains. This result both serves as a guide to which applications are most popular today and is a striking reminder of how nascent and narrowly applied IoT in the wild still is. From this exploration of user design patterns, we see that the structure of a cloud service may influence how people choose to imagine their IoT. This should be understood as a great responsibility placed on platform providers, and is one that should be considered with intention. The restrictions imposed by a platform carry with them a potential risk of promoting frivolous or routine deployments with shallow insights, far from the promise of emerging, deeply-embedded technology that improves quality of life, and as a consequence potentially trivializing what could be the revolutionary digitization of the physical world.
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